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%A_Temp%%A_Temp% %A_Source%%A_Source%. ProTrackWorld.Com. Digitally encoded by Bandarone1000. [22.5.2017].The present invention relates to a vessel for mixing liquids containing solid constituents, such as the stirring of cake batter and

the like, particularly with a view to mechanized mixing of the contents of a container of the mixing vessel, in a fashion which will prevent segregation or stratification of the constituents and the attainment of a desired, uniform mixture of these
constituents while minimizing wear on the components of the mixing vessel. The mixing vessel of this invention is also suited to mechanical pumping for transferring of liquids containing solids, such as for the mixing of cream, milk and the like in a

storage container or the like. In the mixing of a plurality of liquids, particularly one containing solids, it is important that no stratification or segregation of the liquid constituents occur while mixing. In the mixing of cake batter, for example, it is important
that the yeast be completely mixed in with the other ingredients to promote rapid and complete fermentation of the cakes. Separate strata of ingredients when mixed must be avoided to the extent possible, as in the case of separate strata of the liquid
and the solids in cake batter. Separate strata of liquids and solids may be most undesirable when the liquids are whipped, such as may be the case when mixing cream, milk and other liquids containing solids. For example, when a container of whipped

cream is to be manually mixed, it is sometimes necessary to use a hand-held mixer for the mixing of the cream to avoid a forced or abrupt separation of the components of the whipped cream and the resulting separation may not be easily noticed.
Mixers with mechanical stirring action have been used for
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